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D# �� �� -�CF �$ �3$ 	7@$

OBP-1 Onboard 
Preamp Kit &9
OBP-1 Onboard 
Preamp Kit &9

The OBP-1's boost-only  design gives you the tone-shaping benefits of active electronics without losing the 
inherent sound of the instrument. The OBP-1's discrete, all-FET circuitry features up to 18dB of boost at 40Hz 
and 4kHz, creating a sonic environment high in dynamic headroom and low in noise. 

The OBP-1's boost-only  design gives you the tone-shaping benefits of active electronics without losing the 
inherent sound of the instrument. The OBP-1's discrete, all-FET circuitry features up to 18dB of boost at 40Hz 
and 4kHz, creating a sonic environment high in dynamic headroom and low in noise. 

The OBP-1's boost-only  design gives you the tone-shaping benefits of active electronics without losing the 
inherent sound of the instrument. The OBP-1's discrete, all-FET circuitry features up to 18dB of boost at 40Hz 
and 4kHz, creating a sonic environment high in dynamic headroom and low in noise. 

The OBP-1's boost-only  design gives you the tone-shaping benefits of active electronics without losing the 
inherent sound of the instrument. The OBP-1's discrete, all-FET circuitry features up to 18dB of boost at 40Hz 
and 4kHz, creating a sonic environment high in dynamic headroom and low in noise. 

The OBP-1's boost-only  design gives you the tone-shaping benefits of active electronics without losing the 
inherent sound of the instrument. The OBP-1's discrete, all-FET circuitry features up to 18dB of boost at 40Hz 
and 4kHz, creating a sonic environment high in dynamic headroom and low in noise. 

510-011 OBP-1TK OBP-1TK kit E����%�7%GJ $7,400 $5,200 $4,800

510-012 OBP-1SK OBP-1SK kit E��<��=%/7%GJ $7,400 $5,200 $4,800
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�<2!GJ+��

�>GJ+��

$7,770

$5,460

$5,040

$5,040

$7,770

$5,460

$5,040
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OBP-2 Onboard 
Preamp Kits &9
OBP-2 Onboard 
Preamp Kits &9

The Aguilar OBP-2 was designed to give bassists fat tone while being small enough to fit in tight spaces. Wired 
up  with one 9V battery, it will fit into just about any instrument. With +/-18dB of boost and cut at 40Hz and +/- 
16dB of treble boost and cut at 6.5kHz you can emphasize the frequencies you want to make your bass sound 
great in any mix. Add a second 9V for an extra 6dB boost.

The Aguilar OBP-2 was designed to give bassists fat tone while being small enough to fit in tight spaces. Wired 
up  with one 9V battery, it will fit into just about any instrument. With +/-18dB of boost and cut at 40Hz and +/- 
16dB of treble boost and cut at 6.5kHz you can emphasize the frequencies you want to make your bass sound 
great in any mix. Add a second 9V for an extra 6dB boost.

The Aguilar OBP-2 was designed to give bassists fat tone while being small enough to fit in tight spaces. Wired 
up  with one 9V battery, it will fit into just about any instrument. With +/-18dB of boost and cut at 40Hz and +/- 
16dB of treble boost and cut at 6.5kHz you can emphasize the frequencies you want to make your bass sound 
great in any mix. Add a second 9V for an extra 6dB boost.

The Aguilar OBP-2 was designed to give bassists fat tone while being small enough to fit in tight spaces. Wired 
up  with one 9V battery, it will fit into just about any instrument. With +/-18dB of boost and cut at 40Hz and +/- 
16dB of treble boost and cut at 6.5kHz you can emphasize the frequencies you want to make your bass sound 
great in any mix. Add a second 9V for an extra 6dB boost.

The Aguilar OBP-2 was designed to give bassists fat tone while being small enough to fit in tight spaces. Wired 
up  with one 9V battery, it will fit into just about any instrument. With +/-18dB of boost and cut at 40Hz and +/- 
16dB of treble boost and cut at 6.5kHz you can emphasize the frequencies you want to make your bass sound 
great in any mix. Add a second 9V for an extra 6dB boost.

510-016 OBP-2TK OBP-2TK kit E����%�7%A�J $8,200 $5,700 $5,300

510-017 OBP-2SK OBP-2SK kit E��<2!��=%/7%A�J $8,200 $5,700 $5,300
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$8,610

$8,610

$5,985

$5,985

$5,565


$5,565
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OBP-3 Onboard 
Preamp Kits &9
OBP-3 Onboard 
Preamp Kits &9

The OBP-3 is Aguilar's most flexible onboard preamp design, providing +/-18dB of cut and boost at 40Hz, +/- 
16dB of cut and boost at either 400Hz or 800Hz and +/- 16dB of treble cut and boost at 6.5 kHz. The OBP-3 
has multiple wiring options, and can be wired with either a mini-toggle for midrange frequency selection.

The OBP-3 is Aguilar's most flexible onboard preamp design, providing +/-18dB of cut and boost at 40Hz, +/- 
16dB of cut and boost at either 400Hz or 800Hz and +/- 16dB of treble cut and boost at 6.5 kHz. The OBP-3 
has multiple wiring options, and can be wired with either a mini-toggle for midrange frequency selection.

The OBP-3 is Aguilar's most flexible onboard preamp design, providing +/-18dB of cut and boost at 40Hz, +/- 
16dB of cut and boost at either 400Hz or 800Hz and +/- 16dB of treble cut and boost at 6.5 kHz. The OBP-3 
has multiple wiring options, and can be wired with either a mini-toggle for midrange frequency selection.

The OBP-3 is Aguilar's most flexible onboard preamp design, providing +/-18dB of cut and boost at 40Hz, +/- 
16dB of cut and boost at either 400Hz or 800Hz and +/- 16dB of treble cut and boost at 6.5 kHz. The OBP-3 
has multiple wiring options, and can be wired with either a mini-toggle for midrange frequency selection.

The OBP-3 is Aguilar's most flexible onboard preamp design, providing +/-18dB of cut and boost at 40Hz, +/- 
16dB of cut and boost at either 400Hz or 800Hz and +/- 16dB of treble cut and boost at 6.5 kHz. The OBP-3 
has multiple wiring options, and can be wired with either a mini-toggle for midrange frequency selection.

510-025
OBP-3TK 
Onboard 
Preamp

OBP-3TK kits E����%K�%K7%GJM

6��*�� mini-toggle switch �
,0�%�8?
4/L

$9,000 $6,300 $5,900

510-027
OBP-3TK/

PP 
Onboard 
Preamp

OBP-3TK/PP kits E����%K�%K7%G
JM��%GJ:� push/pull '�
,0�%�8?
4/L

$9,400 $6,600 $6,100

510-026
OBP-3SK 
Onboard 
Preamp

OBP-3SK kits E��<�%/7%GJK�%G
JM 
6��*�� mini-toggle switch �
,0�
%�8?4/L

$9,000 $6,300 $5,900

510-028
OBP-3SK/

PP 
Onboard 
Preamp

OBP-3SK/PP kits E��<�%/7%GJK�%G
JM ��%GJ:� push/pull '�
,0�%�8
?4/L

$9,400 $6,600 $6,100
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$9,450

$9,450

$6,615

$6,615

$6,195

$6,195

$9,870

$9,870

$6,930

$6,930

$6,400

$6,400
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Soapbar Pickups 
Super Singles &9
Soapbar Pickups 

Super Singles &9

The Super Singles™ give you massive single coil sound in a soapbar size. Players can expect all the 
articulation and nuance of a single coil pickup  combined with great sustain and harmonic development. These 
pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.sustain and harmonic 
development. These pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.

The Super Singles™ give you massive single coil sound in a soapbar size. Players can expect all the 
articulation and nuance of a single coil pickup  combined with great sustain and harmonic development. These 
pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.sustain and harmonic 
development. These pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.

The Super Singles™ give you massive single coil sound in a soapbar size. Players can expect all the 
articulation and nuance of a single coil pickup  combined with great sustain and harmonic development. These 
pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.sustain and harmonic 
development. These pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.

The Super Singles™ give you massive single coil sound in a soapbar size. Players can expect all the 
articulation and nuance of a single coil pickup  combined with great sustain and harmonic development. These 
pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.sustain and harmonic 
development. These pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.

The Super Singles™ give you massive single coil sound in a soapbar size. Players can expect all the 
articulation and nuance of a single coil pickup  combined with great sustain and harmonic development. These 
pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.sustain and harmonic 
development. These pickups will give you excellent string-to-string response and even tone in all registers.

510-097 AG 4SS-
D1 Set

Super Single 4-string Single Coil Soap Bar set, D1 
size* (� Bartolini BC &9� ) 1.25" W X 3.95" 
L (32mm X 100mm)

$10,400 $7,300 $6,800

510-100 AG 5SS-
D2 Set

Super Single 5-string Single Coil Soap Bar set, D2 
size* (� Bartolini P2 &9� ) 1.25" W X 4.25" 
L (32mm X 108mm)

$12,600 $8,800 $8,200

510-103 AG 6SS-
D4 Set

Super Single 6-string Single Coil Soap Bar set, D4 
size* (� Bartolini P4 &9� ) 1.25" W X 4.65" 
L (32mm X 118mm)

$14,200 $9,900 $9,200
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$10,920

$13,230

$14,910

$7,665

$9,240

$10,395

$7,140

$8,610

$9,660
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Soapbar Pickups 
DCB &9

Soapbar Pickups 
DCB &9

The DCB™ pickups use dual ceramic bar magnets that offer a dynamic and responsive attack that works for all 
playing styles. These pickups offer well-developed overtones and singing sustain in the body and decay of the 
notes. The DCB pickups sound great installed in a passive bass or in conjunction with an onboard preamp.

The DCB™ pickups use dual ceramic bar magnets that offer a dynamic and responsive attack that works for all 
playing styles. These pickups offer well-developed overtones and singing sustain in the body and decay of the 
notes. The DCB pickups sound great installed in a passive bass or in conjunction with an onboard preamp.

The DCB™ pickups use dual ceramic bar magnets that offer a dynamic and responsive attack that works for all 
playing styles. These pickups offer well-developed overtones and singing sustain in the body and decay of the 
notes. The DCB pickups sound great installed in a passive bass or in conjunction with an onboard preamp.

The DCB™ pickups use dual ceramic bar magnets that offer a dynamic and responsive attack that works for all 
playing styles. These pickups offer well-developed overtones and singing sustain in the body and decay of the 
notes. The DCB pickups sound great installed in a passive bass or in conjunction with an onboard preamp.

The DCB™ pickups use dual ceramic bar magnets that offer a dynamic and responsive attack that works for all 
playing styles. These pickups offer well-developed overtones and singing sustain in the body and decay of the 
notes. The DCB pickups sound great installed in a passive bass or in conjunction with an onboard preamp.

510-085 AG DCB-
D1 Set

DCB 4-string set featuring Dual Ceramic Bar 
Magnets, D1 size* (� Bartolini BC &9� ) 
1.25" W X 3.95" L (32mm X 100mm)

$12,200 $8,500 $7,900

510-091 AG DCB-
G3 Set

DCB 4-string set featuring Dual Ceramic Bar 
Magnets, G3 size* (� EMG 35 &9� ) 1.5" W X 
3.5" L (38mm X 89mm)

$12,200 $8,500 $7,900

510-087 AG DCB-
D2 Set

DCB 5-string set featuring Dual Ceramic Bar 
Magnets, D2 size* (� Bartolini P2 &9� ) 
1.25" W X 4.25" L (32mm X 108mm)

$14,200 $9,900 $9,200

510-093 AG DCB-
G4 Set

DCB 5-string set Dual Ceramic Bar Magnets set, 
G4* size (� EMG 40 &9� ) 1.5" W X 4.0" L 
(38mm X 102mm)

$14,200 $9,900 $9,200

510-089 AG DCB-
D4 Set

DCB 6-string Dual Ceramic Bar Magnets set, D4 
size* (� Bartolini P4 &9� ) 1.25" W X 4.65" 
L (32mm X 118mm)

$16,000 $11,200 $10,400

510-095 AG DCB-
G5 Set

DCB 6-string Dual Ceramic Bar Magnets set, G5 
size* (� EMG 45 &9� ) 1.5" W X 4.5" L 
(38mm X 114mm)

$16,000 $11,200 $10,400
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$12,810

$12,810

$14,910

$14,910

$16,800

$16,800

$8,925

$8,925

$10,395

$10,395

$11,760

$11,760

$8,295

$8,295

$9,660

$9,660

$10,920

$10,920
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Jazz Bass Hot 
Series &9

Jazz Bass Hot 
Series &9

With their larger, 16MM magnets and over-wound design, these pickups have a hotter output that loves to push 
the input of your amplifier with a tone that is big and loud with thundering lows. Despite their sonic onslaught, 
the AG 4J-HOT will retain all the dynamics of your playing style. Dig in with a pick (or your fingers!) and all of 
the grit and nuance of your attack comes through without losing the midrange.

With their larger, 16MM magnets and over-wound design, these pickups have a hotter output that loves to push 
the input of your amplifier with a tone that is big and loud with thundering lows. Despite their sonic onslaught, 
the AG 4J-HOT will retain all the dynamics of your playing style. Dig in with a pick (or your fingers!) and all of 
the grit and nuance of your attack comes through without losing the midrange.

With their larger, 16MM magnets and over-wound design, these pickups have a hotter output that loves to push 
the input of your amplifier with a tone that is big and loud with thundering lows. Despite their sonic onslaught, 
the AG 4J-HOT will retain all the dynamics of your playing style. Dig in with a pick (or your fingers!) and all of 
the grit and nuance of your attack comes through without losing the midrange.

With their larger, 16MM magnets and over-wound design, these pickups have a hotter output that loves to push 
the input of your amplifier with a tone that is big and loud with thundering lows. Despite their sonic onslaught, 
the AG 4J-HOT will retain all the dynamics of your playing style. Dig in with a pick (or your fingers!) and all of 
the grit and nuance of your attack comes through without losing the midrange.

With their larger, 16MM magnets and over-wound design, these pickups have a hotter output that loves to push 
the input of your amplifier with a tone that is big and loud with thundering lows. Despite their sonic onslaught, 
the AG 4J-HOT will retain all the dynamics of your playing style. Dig in with a pick (or your fingers!) and all of 
the grit and nuance of your attack comes through without losing the midrange.

510-077 AG 4J-
HOT Set HOT 4 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $10,400 $7,300 $6,800

510-080 AG 5J-
HOT Set HOT 5 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $13,200 $9,200 $8,600
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$10,920

$13,860

$7,665

$9,660

$7,140

$9,030
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Jazz Bass Hum-
Canceling &9
Jazz Bass Hum-
Canceling &9

The Aguilar hum-canceling pickups feature a split-coil design that allows you to get any pickup level 
combination without 60-cycle hum - all while retaining the natural, organic tone of your bass. Now you can 
experience the deep, resonant low-end of the neck pickup or solo the bridge pickup for that sought-after 
midrange cut without annoying hum!

The Aguilar hum-canceling pickups feature a split-coil design that allows you to get any pickup level 
combination without 60-cycle hum - all while retaining the natural, organic tone of your bass. Now you can 
experience the deep, resonant low-end of the neck pickup or solo the bridge pickup for that sought-after 
midrange cut without annoying hum!

The Aguilar hum-canceling pickups feature a split-coil design that allows you to get any pickup level 
combination without 60-cycle hum - all while retaining the natural, organic tone of your bass. Now you can 
experience the deep, resonant low-end of the neck pickup or solo the bridge pickup for that sought-after 
midrange cut without annoying hum!

The Aguilar hum-canceling pickups feature a split-coil design that allows you to get any pickup level 
combination without 60-cycle hum - all while retaining the natural, organic tone of your bass. Now you can 
experience the deep, resonant low-end of the neck pickup or solo the bridge pickup for that sought-after 
midrange cut without annoying hum!

The Aguilar hum-canceling pickups feature a split-coil design that allows you to get any pickup level 
combination without 60-cycle hum - all while retaining the natural, organic tone of your bass. Now you can 
experience the deep, resonant low-end of the neck pickup or solo the bridge pickup for that sought-after 
midrange cut without annoying hum!

510-070 AG 4J-HC 
Set Hum-canceling 4 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $12,000 $8,400 $7,800

510-073 AG 5J-HC 
Set Hum-canceling 5 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $13,800 $9,700 $9,000
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$12,600

$14,490

$8,820

$10,185

$8,190

$9,450
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510-120 AG 6J-HC 
Set Hum-canceling 6 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $15,600 $10,900 $10,100

Aguilar preamp $(�
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$16,380

$11,445

$10,600
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Jazz Bass 60's 
Series &9

Jazz Bass 60's 
Series &9

Modeled after a mid 60’s Jazz Bass® pickup, the AG 4J and 5J-60 pickups bring the dynamic and sought-after 
tone of a 1963 Fender® Jazz bass to today’s instruments. These pickups use all the period correct parts, 
including Heavy Formvar wire and Alnico V magnets.

Modeled after a mid 60’s Jazz Bass® pickup, the AG 4J and 5J-60 pickups bring the dynamic and sought-after 
tone of a 1963 Fender® Jazz bass to today’s instruments. These pickups use all the period correct parts, 
including Heavy Formvar wire and Alnico V magnets.

Modeled after a mid 60’s Jazz Bass® pickup, the AG 4J and 5J-60 pickups bring the dynamic and sought-after 
tone of a 1963 Fender® Jazz bass to today’s instruments. These pickups use all the period correct parts, 
including Heavy Formvar wire and Alnico V magnets.

Modeled after a mid 60’s Jazz Bass® pickup, the AG 4J and 5J-60 pickups bring the dynamic and sought-after 
tone of a 1963 Fender® Jazz bass to today’s instruments. These pickups use all the period correct parts, 
including Heavy Formvar wire and Alnico V magnets.

Modeled after a mid 60’s Jazz Bass® pickup, the AG 4J and 5J-60 pickups bring the dynamic and sought-after 
tone of a 1963 Fender® Jazz bass to today’s instruments. These pickups use all the period correct parts, 
including Heavy Formvar wire and Alnico V magnets.

510-055 AG 4J-60 
Set 60's era 4 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $10,000 $7,000 $6,500

510-058 AG 5J-60 
Set 60's era 5 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $12,000 $8,400 $7,800

Aguilar preamp $(�
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$10,500

$7,350

$6,825

$12,600

$8,820

$8,190
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Jazz Bass 70's 
Series &9

Jazz Bass 70's 
Series &9

Fans of the Jazz bass® know that jazz bass pickups built by Fender® in the 1970’s sound very different from the pickups used in the 
60’s. The 70’s versions have a brighter, more strident tone that is perfect for slapping, funk and R&B. They are also perfect for many 
rock styles. An example of this sound range from the rock styling’s of Geddy Lee to Marcus Miller’s Jazz/Funk inflections. 
Because pickup windings and materials varied so much throughout the 70’s, we used several pickups from different years as our sonic 
models. Through a process of listening and prototyping we discovered the very small gradations of wire size and winding patterns that 
reproduce the bright and deep sound of the 70’s jazz bass pickup.
The AG 4J-70 pickups complement any bass and are a great match with Aguilar’s OBP on-board preamps.
Available as a calibrated neck and bridge pickup set (also available separately) for four string basses, the AG 4J-70 pickups are direct 
replacements for Jazz Bass® style basses.

Fans of the Jazz bass® know that jazz bass pickups built by Fender® in the 1970’s sound very different from the pickups used in the 
60’s. The 70’s versions have a brighter, more strident tone that is perfect for slapping, funk and R&B. They are also perfect for many 
rock styles. An example of this sound range from the rock styling’s of Geddy Lee to Marcus Miller’s Jazz/Funk inflections. 
Because pickup windings and materials varied so much throughout the 70’s, we used several pickups from different years as our sonic 
models. Through a process of listening and prototyping we discovered the very small gradations of wire size and winding patterns that 
reproduce the bright and deep sound of the 70’s jazz bass pickup.
The AG 4J-70 pickups complement any bass and are a great match with Aguilar’s OBP on-board preamps.
Available as a calibrated neck and bridge pickup set (also available separately) for four string basses, the AG 4J-70 pickups are direct 
replacements for Jazz Bass® style basses.

Fans of the Jazz bass® know that jazz bass pickups built by Fender® in the 1970’s sound very different from the pickups used in the 
60’s. The 70’s versions have a brighter, more strident tone that is perfect for slapping, funk and R&B. They are also perfect for many 
rock styles. An example of this sound range from the rock styling’s of Geddy Lee to Marcus Miller’s Jazz/Funk inflections. 
Because pickup windings and materials varied so much throughout the 70’s, we used several pickups from different years as our sonic 
models. Through a process of listening and prototyping we discovered the very small gradations of wire size and winding patterns that 
reproduce the bright and deep sound of the 70’s jazz bass pickup.
The AG 4J-70 pickups complement any bass and are a great match with Aguilar’s OBP on-board preamps.
Available as a calibrated neck and bridge pickup set (also available separately) for four string basses, the AG 4J-70 pickups are direct 
replacements for Jazz Bass® style basses.

Fans of the Jazz bass® know that jazz bass pickups built by Fender® in the 1970’s sound very different from the pickups used in the 
60’s. The 70’s versions have a brighter, more strident tone that is perfect for slapping, funk and R&B. They are also perfect for many 
rock styles. An example of this sound range from the rock styling’s of Geddy Lee to Marcus Miller’s Jazz/Funk inflections. 
Because pickup windings and materials varied so much throughout the 70’s, we used several pickups from different years as our sonic 
models. Through a process of listening and prototyping we discovered the very small gradations of wire size and winding patterns that 
reproduce the bright and deep sound of the 70’s jazz bass pickup.
The AG 4J-70 pickups complement any bass and are a great match with Aguilar’s OBP on-board preamps.
Available as a calibrated neck and bridge pickup set (also available separately) for four string basses, the AG 4J-70 pickups are direct 
replacements for Jazz Bass® style basses.

Fans of the Jazz bass® know that jazz bass pickups built by Fender® in the 1970’s sound very different from the pickups used in the 
60’s. The 70’s versions have a brighter, more strident tone that is perfect for slapping, funk and R&B. They are also perfect for many 
rock styles. An example of this sound range from the rock styling’s of Geddy Lee to Marcus Miller’s Jazz/Funk inflections. 
Because pickup windings and materials varied so much throughout the 70’s, we used several pickups from different years as our sonic 
models. Through a process of listening and prototyping we discovered the very small gradations of wire size and winding patterns that 
reproduce the bright and deep sound of the 70’s jazz bass pickup.
The AG 4J-70 pickups complement any bass and are a great match with Aguilar’s OBP on-board preamps.
Available as a calibrated neck and bridge pickup set (also available separately) for four string basses, the AG 4J-70 pickups are direct 
replacements for Jazz Bass® style basses.

510-061 AG 4J-70 
Set  70's era 4 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $10,000 $7,000 $6,500

510-064 AG 5J-70 
Set 70's 5 string Jazz Bass Pickup Set $12,000 $8,400 $7,800

Aguilar preamp $(�
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$10,500

$12,600

$7,350

$8,820

$6,825

$8,190



Precision Bass &9Precision Bass &9Precision Bass &9Precision Bass &9Precision Bass &9Precision Bass &9Precision Bass &9
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510-083 AG 4P-
HOT 

Hot 4 string P Bass Pickup. With their larger, 16MM 
magnets and over-wound design, these pickups 

have a hotter output that loves to push the input of 
your amplifier with a tone that is big and loud with 
thundering lows. Despite their sonic onslaught, the 

AG 4P-HOT will retain all the dynamics of your 
playing style. Dig in with a pick (or your fingers!) 

and all of the grit and nuance of your attack comes 
through without losing the midrange.

$7,400 $5,200 $4,800

Precision Bass 60's
&9

Precision Bass 60's
&9

Brings the classic sound of the ‘60’s to today’s four, five, and six-string Precision® basses. Like all Aguilar 
pickups, they are wound in Aguilar’s NYC factory. These pickups deliver the big, dynamic tone that Aguilar 

pickups are known for.

Brings the classic sound of the ‘60’s to today’s four, five, and six-string Precision® basses. Like all Aguilar 
pickups, they are wound in Aguilar’s NYC factory. These pickups deliver the big, dynamic tone that Aguilar 

pickups are known for.

Brings the classic sound of the ‘60’s to today’s four, five, and six-string Precision® basses. Like all Aguilar 
pickups, they are wound in Aguilar’s NYC factory. These pickups deliver the big, dynamic tone that Aguilar 

pickups are known for.

Brings the classic sound of the ‘60’s to today’s four, five, and six-string Precision® basses. Like all Aguilar 
pickups, they are wound in Aguilar’s NYC factory. These pickups deliver the big, dynamic tone that Aguilar 

pickups are known for.

Brings the classic sound of the ‘60’s to today’s four, five, and six-string Precision® basses. Like all Aguilar 
pickups, they are wound in Aguilar’s NYC factory. These pickups deliver the big, dynamic tone that Aguilar 

pickups are known for.

510-069 AG 4P-60 60's era 4 string P Bass Pickup $7,200 $5,000 $4,700

Aguilar preamp $(�

HIB��;�1 04-22082883 .�")45��162#

$7,770

$5,460

$5,040

$7,560

$5,250

$4,935
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510-116 AG 5P-60 60's era 5 string P Bass Pickup $7,400 $5,200 $4,800

510-131 AG 
5P-60CL 

60's era 5 string P Bass Pickup - narrower spacing, 
smaller cover $7,400 $5,200 $4,800

510-118 AG 6P-60 60's era 6 string P Bass Pickup $7,800 $5,500 $5,100

Precision Bass PJ 
&9

Precision Bass PJ 
&9

The P/J series pickups are a well-balanced set that provides a flexible array of Precision® or Jazz Bass® bridge 
pickup tones. Now you can get the thunderous lows of the neck pickup or the midrange cut of the bridge – or 

both - without 60 cycle hum!

The P/J series pickups are a well-balanced set that provides a flexible array of Precision® or Jazz Bass® bridge 
pickup tones. Now you can get the thunderous lows of the neck pickup or the midrange cut of the bridge – or 

both - without 60 cycle hum!

The P/J series pickups are a well-balanced set that provides a flexible array of Precision® or Jazz Bass® bridge 
pickup tones. Now you can get the thunderous lows of the neck pickup or the midrange cut of the bridge – or 

both - without 60 cycle hum!

The P/J series pickups are a well-balanced set that provides a flexible array of Precision® or Jazz Bass® bridge 
pickup tones. Now you can get the thunderous lows of the neck pickup or the midrange cut of the bridge – or 

both - without 60 cycle hum!

The P/J series pickups are a well-balanced set that provides a flexible array of Precision® or Jazz Bass® bridge 
pickup tones. Now you can get the thunderous lows of the neck pickup or the midrange cut of the bridge – or 

both - without 60 cycle hum!

510-076 AG 4P/J-
HC Set

Hum-canceling Four String Precision/ Jazz Pickup 
Set $12,000 $8,400 $7,800

Aguilar preamp $(�

HIB��;�1 04-22082883 .�")45��162#

$7,770

$5,460

$5,040

$7,770

$5,460

$5,040

$8,190

$5,775

$5,355

$12,600

$8,820

$8,190
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510-117 AG 5P/J-
HC Set

Hum-canceling Five String Precision/ Jazz Pickup 
Set $13,200 $9,200 $8,600

510-123      AG 6P/J-
HC Set

Hum-canceling Six String Precision/ Jazz Pickup 
Set $15,600 $10,900 $10,100

Aguilar preamp $(�

HIB��;�1 04-22082883 .�")45��162#

$13,860

$9,660

$9,030

$16,380

$11,445

$10,600
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MusicMan &9MusicMan &9
The AG 4 and 5M pickups recreate the classic Stingray® tone while adding all of the characteristics that Aguilar 
pickups are known for – excellent string-to-string balance, consistency of tone and rich harmonic content. The 
AG 4M pickup is wired in parallel to give players crisp treble, articulate midrange and thunderous lows. Paired 
with an onboard preamp, such as Aguilar’s OBP-1, 2 or 3, and bassists’ will have the ultimate in tonal flexibility.

The AG 4 and 5M pickups recreate the classic Stingray® tone while adding all of the characteristics that Aguilar 
pickups are known for – excellent string-to-string balance, consistency of tone and rich harmonic content. The 
AG 4M pickup is wired in parallel to give players crisp treble, articulate midrange and thunderous lows. Paired 
with an onboard preamp, such as Aguilar’s OBP-1, 2 or 3, and bassists’ will have the ultimate in tonal flexibility.

The AG 4 and 5M pickups recreate the classic Stingray® tone while adding all of the characteristics that Aguilar 
pickups are known for – excellent string-to-string balance, consistency of tone and rich harmonic content. The 
AG 4M pickup is wired in parallel to give players crisp treble, articulate midrange and thunderous lows. Paired 
with an onboard preamp, such as Aguilar’s OBP-1, 2 or 3, and bassists’ will have the ultimate in tonal flexibility.

The AG 4 and 5M pickups recreate the classic Stingray® tone while adding all of the characteristics that Aguilar 
pickups are known for – excellent string-to-string balance, consistency of tone and rich harmonic content. The 
AG 4M pickup is wired in parallel to give players crisp treble, articulate midrange and thunderous lows. Paired 
with an onboard preamp, such as Aguilar’s OBP-1, 2 or 3, and bassists’ will have the ultimate in tonal flexibility.

The AG 4 and 5M pickups recreate the classic Stingray® tone while adding all of the characteristics that Aguilar 
pickups are known for – excellent string-to-string balance, consistency of tone and rich harmonic content. The 
AG 4M pickup is wired in parallel to give players crisp treble, articulate midrange and thunderous lows. Paired 
with an onboard preamp, such as Aguilar’s OBP-1, 2 or 3, and bassists’ will have the ultimate in tonal flexibility.

510-133 AG 4M 4 String MusicMan® pickup $6,800 $4,800 $4,400

510-135 AG 5M 5 String MusicMan® pickup $7,400 $5,200 $4,800

Aguilar preamp $(�

HIB��;�1 04-22082883 .�")45��162#

$7,140

$5,040

$4,620

$7,770

$5,460

$5,040


